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Abstract – In wireless sensor network, the process of sensed data information based on the network location, converting and
transmitting to base station consume energy and need security, maintain network lifetime is main issues. The article present
methods, which used to sustain energy lifetime of the sensor node and secure data transmission within the wireless sensor
network. The digital watermark and
routing algorithm used to ensure safety transmission for packet and maintain energy
consumption for sensor node. The greedy perimeter packet stateless routing indicates that the processing data packet for network
size of 300 and 400 unnumbered nodes use only 16.4925% compared with present invention method which consume
83.5075% with the same network size. The simulation results indicate greedy perimeter packet stateless routing is less
processing power and it uses less time processing compared to other methods through experimental.
Paper also, present review about techniques methods, which used to reduce energy consumption and energy harvesting within
WSNs.
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There also an increase application for which the
WSN may be utilized such as wildlife monitoring [5],
[6], [7] mapping environmental [8], [9] and traffic
monitoring in a smart city [10], [11]. Not only that
but also, application in emergency scenario such as
monitoring vital signs [12], [13], [14] in temporary
hospital and the use of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) in the aiding of search and rescue (SAR)
[15], [16].
Regarding all the applications but the WSNs is a
low cost maintenance network with reliable data
collection and low energy consumptions [2], [6]. The
sensor nodes, which used to connect the WSN
consists of the very small tiny sensors nodes with
limited resources such as lower batteries for power ,
memory capacity and the processing system. The
function of sensor nodes is to sense the
environmental condition based on its location and its
target and send to base station (BS).
The WSNs delivers maximum respond to all types of
electronics industry nowadays. The establishment of
the internet technology like Internet of Things (IoT)
which enhance the WSNs as apart to ensure all
devices are connected together and enabling them to
send and receive data. The embedded system and the
application of the WSN has a greatly contribution to
the world industrial development.

1. Introduction
ireless Sensor network (WSN) sometimescalled sensor network are spatially
distributed network sovereign sensor to
monitor physical or environmental
condition such as temperature, sound,
pressure etc [1]. The WSNs built of numbers sensor
nodes from a few to several hundreds or thousands
and each node connected to one or sometimes several
sensors. All connected sensors has several part used
for communication such as radio receiver with
internal antenna or connected to external antenna, a
microcontroller as an electronic circuit for interfacing
with the sensors and an energy source. The WSN
deployed in most dangerous region that people could
not get there easily such as mining, underwater,
forest, battlefield and other destructive areas. The
WSN contains sensor nodes, which communicate
over the short distance via a wireless communication
medium [2].
The development of WSN motivated by military
application such as battlefield surveillance [3].
Nowadays WSN is a worldly new technology to
electronic devices for several industrial applications
such as, monitoring and control devices, machine
health monitoring, air and water quality management,
homeland security monitoring and smart home
system, habitat monitoring, hazard monitoring i.e.
chemical weapon, disaster monitoring i.e. forest fire
or flash floods, gates control, motion and shock
detector [2], [4].

W

The communication of sensor nodes both for sending
and receiving packets within a network from one
node to another have many challenges as comparing
with traditional network like wireless local area
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network (WLAN) or local area network (LAN)
protocol when consider security mechanism [17].
Thus, packets over WSNs are vulnerable to internal
and external attacks.
Relating with traditional networks aforementioned,
the WSNs
contains many difference insights
regarding data packets securities within the network.
The major difficult for WSNs is the network
operational. The difficult part may involves in the
network setup and the security configuration from
sensor nodes to the BS.
Most security in typical network include
confidentiality, routing security, bad behavior
detection of nodes and other vulnerability about the
data. Considering the existing traditional network,
there is clear arrangements of nodes through the
network setup, there are the end system like servers
and nodes, intermediate systems like hub, routers,
switches, bridges and repeaters, but in WSNs, each
node is potentially a router or a switch by itself for
some other node within the network connectivity.
It is difficult to employ the existing securities like
symmetric cryptograph for encryption and decryption
for the purpose of data confidentiality, authentication,
availability and integrity approaches to WSN [18].
The symmetric key algorithm has disadvantages of
key distribution that requires more memory size and
asymmetric key algorithm need much computation
process that requires more power [18]. As depicted
early sensor node contains a few memory size
kilobytes (kb) and limited amount of power
processing. The existing securities system mentioned
will cause batteries exhaust, sensor nodes may fail on
its application, and the whole network will be down.
The routing in WSN is key important task that is to
be carefully handling for case of data
communication. Routing techniques needed for
sending data from the sensor nodes to BS.
The contributions of this paper are as follows;
a) The application of using routing algorithm
decrease network lifetime and ensure
batteries are not exhaust and sensor node
failed or blocked in its application.
b) To ensure network attackers are not
tempered with data packets transmitted by
the sensor nodes through the network
c) Introduce the methods for energy lifetime
conservation efficiency techniques in WSN
d) The article ensures every aspect of the
WSNs application would collect or
disseminating the sensitive information from
the network using the watermark design
technology.
Due to the requirements of the application of the
sensor node in the WSNs, the main issue to address is

a way to reduce the energy consumption so that it
will extend the batteries lifetime of the sensor nodes.
Ordinarily batteries in each sensor node are equally
during the network setup. When networks starting
transmission and processing data the energy of sensor
node will differ from one node to another. These is
due to each sensor node responsibility based on the
network setup like location and size of the network.
In this particular some nodes cannot used as routing
nodes and the network routing performance will be
failure. Some researcher suggests many design
protocols to adapt to the variety of the application
[11]. The application provided for this routing
algorithm are reactive, proactive and geographical
location [19].
Amongst the routing protocol for forwarding packet
from one node to another is greedy perimeter packet
stateless routing (GPSR) [19]. A geographical routing
protocol provide efficiency self-organized ad hoc
network. The GPSR is the protocol that is suitable to
geographical location for some reasons [20]. In
geographic routing, the nodes require only location
information of their direct neighbors or next node in
order to forward the packets and hence use less
memory space.
In order to extend the services of the network, we
consider the energy for the sensor node. In GPSR
algorithm when sensor node chooses routing path it
only needs to know the geography, location of itself,
the neighbor node, and the target nodes.
The GPSR consists of two methods for forwarding
packets among sensor nodes in sensor network. The
greed transmission that used wherever possible, and
border transmission that used in the region greed
transmission [19]. The main characteristic of the
energy aware routing protocols that the aim to
maintain a global balance of residual energy in each
node in order to delay excessive lifetime of the entire
network. Attoungble [20] and Kong [21] propose the
geographic energy aware routing (GEAR) that extend
network lifetime by involving several neighbors in
the data packet forward process. However, their
method of forwarding packet creates another new
problem to WSN that they use all the neighbors in the
packet forwarding, which requires nodes to use paths
that are not necessary energy efficient, which
requires long paths.
The greedy algorithm with geographical area in
WSNs may fails at voids node [22]. The face routing
meets the network graph and forward a message
along one or a sequence of adjacent faces, which
provides progress towards the sink node.
In this article, the author proposes a secure
communication, efficiency energy consumption and
security within the WSNs. The proposed system
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involves the application of the watermarking
techniques, routing algorithm using the GPSR.
The watermark techniques hiding digital information
in the source node packet to the carrier transmission.
The watermark consists of two parts; code embed
where it hiding digital information and code decode
as the decoding to compare the origin of data.
The source node forward the packets after finding the
next neighbor node which using the algorithm for
forwarding the packets received from the source node
to sink node which determine the watermarks by
compare if data are tempered or not tempered. Upon
the reception of the data, the Sink node can be able to
authenticate data by validating the watermarks,
thereby detecting whether the data illegitimately
altered. In this process, the aggregation survivable
authentication information added at the sources node
and checked by the sink node without any
involvement of intermediate node as shown on Fig.1.

Source Node

Neighbor Node
(next hop finding)

Packet sending
by
Algorithm

with the key embedding to create a watermark
cover medium.
c)
Watermarking detection and extraction
process.
This is the third process for the watermark
system and it is a crucial part as it enables the
sender to identify and provide information to the
intended receiver. Detector undertakes the
process of extraction or detection [25]. The
detecting process consists of extraction units to
first extract the watermark signal from the
watermark cover medium, and then compare it
with the original watermark signal from the
cover medium.
During transmission of data packet from the
generation process in the source node, to the
detection and extraction in the sink node, there
are many interferences within the transmission.
Those interferences caused the noise and
decrease the quality of transmission and leading
the watermarked cover medium being dropped
and be susceptible to attacks as shown Fig.2.
In this model, watermark information is
generating and embedded at the source sensor
nodes. The extraction and verification of the
copyright at the sink sensor nodes side and risk
of data packets are at the transmission channel.
The aim of those attacks is to remove watermark
signals from the cover medium.

Detection By
Sink Node

Fig.1: Data movement from source sensor node to sink sensor node

2. Related Works
2.1 Watermarking Techniques in wireless
Sensor Network
The techniques of watermarking are the process,
which allows an individual to embedding the
information into to data packet for the case of hiding
copyright of the data packet which transmitting to
WSNs. The watermarking techniques consists of
three main steps [23], [24];
a) Watermarking generation process
This is the first step in the watermark system,
and very critical one. The requirements of the
watermark generation process are unique,
complex. The message contains on the
watermark, and key must be unique for the
reason of make a secret code for transmission.
The key embedding and watermark information
produced in watermark generator to produce
watermark signal.
b) Watermarking embedding process;
This process undertaken by embedder and can be
done in the transmission domain. The embedder
combines the cover medium, the watermark
signals, the sensed data and the key embedding
and creates the watermarked cover medium.
The embedder combines the cover medium of
the watermark signal and sensed data together

Attacks through
Transmission

Data generation-Source node

Data extraction-Sink node

Transmission
Cover Medium

Watermark
Embedding

Watermark
Extraction
Process

Fig.2: watermark detection and extraction Model

2.2. Energy Efficient Techniques for Wireless
Sensor Network
Through the energy, harvesting and energy
consumption techniques for the WSNs there are
factors, which identify the energy efficient
techniques for the WSNs. Those factors
elaborated in classes as duty cycling, data
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reduction, protocol overhead reduction, energy
efficient routing, and topology control [26].
a) Data reduction: focuses on reducing the
amount of data produced, processed and
transmitted. For instance, data compression
and data aggregation are examples of such
techniques
b) Protocol overhead reduction: the aim of
this technique is to increase protocol
efficiency by reducing the overhead.
Transmission periods of messages are
adapted depending on the stability of the
network, or on the distance to the source of
the transmitted information. More generally,
a cross-layering approach will enable an
optimization
of
the
communication
protocols taking into account the application
requirements.
c) Energy efficient routing: routing protocols
designed with the target of maximizing
network lifetime by minimizing the energy
consumed by the end-to-end transmission
and avoiding nodes with low residual
energy. Byamukama at el [27] suggest how
to reduce the power consumption of
gateways in WSNs deployed in environment
monitoring applications, such as Automatic
Weather Stations (AWS). Power failures
reduce the availability of the network and
cause both hardware failures and software
corruption. These can add operational costs
for repair or replacements [28] and increase
the requirement for local technical.
d) Duty cycling: duty cycling means the
fraction of time nodes are active during their
lifetime. Nodes sleep/active schedules
should be coordinated and accommodated to
specific applications requirements. Anastasi
at el [29] propose, some of the sensor nodes
are mobile, mobility could be used as a tool
for reducing energy consumption.
e) Topology control: it focuses on reducing
energy
consumption
by
adjusting
transmission power while maintaining
network connectivity. A new reduced
topology created based on local information.
Bandyopadhyay and Coyle [30] propose the
distributed, randomized clustering algorithm
to organize the sensors in a wireless sensor.

packets are safety through the transmission process in
the WSN. Methods and steps used in algorithm for
watermark are as follows;
1) Method 1: Within the network, the
watermark generated and embedded data
packet for transmission. The optimal
evaluation must be consider for the next hop
based on the distance for the purpose of the
security and energy consumption. Each
packet carries 8 bits which is
int32
types of data, and number for each int32
are 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7.The redundant space or
shifted data is 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 , and an embedder
code number will be low in is 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 for
each 32
data sequence. As indicates
Fig.3 shifted data space is𝑅(𝑖) = {𝑟0 , 𝑟1 , 𝑟𝑛 },
where 𝑛 represent data field, 𝑟 represents the
size of the shifted data of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ data field.
During transmission, the data field
converted to binary sequence number.

Fig.3; Data Embedding Process for shifted data field

2) Method 2: Within the network for the
receiving side; the data packet with the
shifted data as watermark code in the sink
node, it will judge whether the data packet
tampered or not during transmission process
from source node to destination sink node.
We extract the low 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 of each int32
data as follows; if the low 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
can
form a series sequence; 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7
then we determine this data packet is secure.
Unless if the low 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
cannot form
series sequence likewise, may be like this;
0,7,1,3,5,6,2,4 or any other form, then we
determine the data carried by this packet is
insecure, and possible were tampered with
an attacks during the transmission within the
network. In Fig.4, the watermark extraction
process shows that data have been convert to
binary system and comparing from data sent
from source to the receiving side on the sink
node.
The steps used for data source preparation as
encryption process, transmission process and
receiving data or data description process for the
watermark in WSNs are as follows:
1) Step one; sensor node setup in WSNs; the
arrangements of connectivity of WSN
includes the source node, sink node and an

3. Proposed Digital Watermark Methods
The watermarking technique provide reliability of
copyright of data packet protection. By using the
digital watermark, techniques to ensure the data
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intermediate node𝐵 = {𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , 𝐿, . . 𝐵𝑛 }. The
source node ( 𝑁 ) is responsible for
generating the watermark packet and
destination 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘 node is for receiving the
data packet while the intermediate node
𝐵 = {𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , 𝐿, . . 𝐵𝑛 } that consists of energy
, location and security is responsible for
transmitting
the
watermark
packets
generated by source node
𝑁 to the
destination 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘 node.The intermediate
node denoted as energy 𝐸𝐼 ϵ[0,0.2] , security
as 𝑆𝐼 𝛜[0, 10] and for the location denoted as
[Xi , Yi ] respectively.

𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =
{𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎1 , 𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 , 𝐿, 𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎8 },
𝑖 = 0,1,2, … 7 as shown Fig.5.

1 1 1 0 00 0 1 1 1 0 0
Data
shifted
4bits r1

data field 8bits

Watermark
data W’
0 1 1 0 11
r0=4bits

data field 8bits

Fig.5; Sensor Node Network connection
1 0

r1=4bits

Data field d0

Data field d1

0 00 01 1 00 0 1 1 0
shifted
Data r0

By adding, the first watermark to
the first data item obtaining the
32 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 first watermark data item
and it keeps on repeat the process
until a watermark packet received

Data field d1

Data field d 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 00 0 1 1 0
Data
shifted
4bits r0

c)

00 0 0 00 0 1 1 1 0 0
shifted
Data r1

Watermark
data W’’
0 1 1 0 11 1 0

3) Step three; The process of Select the
neighbor Node within the network
a) Select the source node 𝑁 as the
current node, based on the 𝑈
b) The distance from the current node
to the destination node can be
formulated
from
the
ideal
Euclidean metric [31] refer Eq. (1).
𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 =
√(𝑋𝑢 − 𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )2 + (𝑌𝑢 − 𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )2

W’ Not equal to
W’’

W’ is Equal W’’
Comparison
(W’,W’’)
Data not
Tampered

Data
Tampered

c)
Fig.4; Data packet received extraction process

2) Step two; The process of generate the
watermark Packet in Source node;
a) The watermark packet generated in
source node 𝑁 and the original
[𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =
packet
is

(1)

Thus, (𝑋𝑢 , 𝑌𝑢 ) is the location of
the current node and (𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )
is the location to the destination
node 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 node.
The area of the circle from the
source node to destination node
using the formula [32], as shown
Eq. (2).
TR = πR2
(2)

Where, 𝑇𝑅 is the transmission
range and π is given 𝑝𝑖 = 3.14 , 𝑅 is
the radius from the current node𝑈,
to find current node 𝑁 of the
transmission𝑇𝑅, all the intermediate
nodes within the candidates
neighbor node, to get the neighbor
node set 𝐵𝑚 = {𝐵1𝑚 , 𝐵2𝑚 , 𝐿, 𝐵𝑖𝑚 , 𝐿, 𝐵𝑚𝑚 }.
d) By refer the distance between two
points as refer on 3b above the
distance formula, we calculate the
first 𝑖 candidate neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝑚
to the distance node 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 and

{𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎1 , 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 , 𝐿, 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎8 }]

where the first 𝑖 data item 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖
consists of 28 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠
binary
sequence 𝑖 = 0,1, ,2, … 7.
b) Source node 𝑁 generates a
32 𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑤 watermark sequence
𝑤 = {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 , 𝐿, 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑤8 } where the first
watermark consists of 4 𝑏𝑖𝑡 binary
sequence 𝑖 = 0,1,2, … 7.
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e)

distance 𝑑𝑖 with the current node 𝑈
to the distance node 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 distance
from 𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 as indicated Eq.(3).
𝑑𝑖 = √(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )2 + (𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )2
(3)
In case 𝑑𝑖 < 𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 then the first 𝑖
neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝑚 as a neighbor
node into the neighbor node
collection 𝐵𝐻 inside among (𝑋𝑖 , 𝑌𝑖 )
as a candidate neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝑚
position
𝑖=
1,2,3, . . 𝑚, (𝑋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 , 𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 )
as
a
destination to the sink node
position.
The process will be repeating on
step 3(d) until the candidate
neighbor node set is processed to

forwarding
nodes
{𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , 𝐿, 𝐶𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝐶𝑟 }

𝐶=

5) Step five ; watermark extraction and
detection
a)

Sink
The destination node
followed by receiving packets from
𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =
{𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎1 , 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 , 𝐿, 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎8 }

In
the interception of the first i data
item𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖 the last four, a
32 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 received
watermark
sequence is obtained 𝑟𝑤 =
{𝑟𝑤0 , 𝑟𝑤1 , … 𝑟𝑤7 } where the first

i receive watermark items rwi

𝐵 𝐻 ={𝐵1𝐻 , 𝐵2𝐻 , 𝐿, 𝐵𝑖𝐻 , 𝐿, 𝐵ℎ𝐻 }

4) Step four; forwarding the watermark packet;
a) According to the formula, 𝑚𝑖 =
𝛼𝐷𝑖
we calculate the first

Consisting of a
4 𝑏𝑖𝑡 binary
sequence, i = 0,1,2, 7 .
b) According to the formula, the
received
watermark
sequence
rw = {rw1 , rw2 ,L , rwi ,L , rw8} with

𝛽𝐸𝑖 +𝛾𝑆𝑖

neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝐻 of the quality
assessment. Among the 𝐷𝑖 said the
first 𝑖 neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝐻 to the
destination node 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘 distance 𝐸𝑖
said to be the first 𝑖 neighbors.Node
𝐵𝑖𝐻 is the energy of 𝑆𝑖 said the first
𝑖 neighbor node 𝐵𝑖𝐻 the degree of
the security 𝑖 = 1,2, … . ℎ and
α, γ and β are constant, the range
[0,10].
b) The steps keep on repeating 4(a)
until the neighbor node set
calculated
to
𝐵𝐻 =
𝐻
𝐻
𝐻
𝐻
{𝐵1 , 𝐵2 , 𝐿, 𝐵𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝐵ℎ }
the quality of
all nodes in the evaluation is𝑚 =

the original watermark sequence
w = {w1 , w2 ,L wi ,L , w8} is the

c)

{𝑚1 , 𝑚2 , 𝐿, 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑚ℎ }.

The quality assessment
𝑚=
{𝑚1 , 𝑚2 , 𝐿, 𝑚𝑖 , 𝑚ℎ }
sort
the
neighbor node with the lowest
quality assessment selected as next
hope node, receive by the current
node 𝑈 forwarding the watermark
packets 𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 and records the
next hope node to the dataforwarding node set 𝐶 inside.
d) The next hope node as the current
node 𝑈, then repeats steps 3(b)
through 4(c) until the watermark
packets are attached 𝑤𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 sent to
the destination node 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘, get the
received data packet 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 =
{𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎1 , 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎2 , 𝐿, 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑖 , 𝐿, 𝑟𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎8 }
and a collection of data packet
c)

error, among them  said XOR
operation, err = rw  w .
If the
err equal to0 , that
indicates that the packet is received
correctly. Contrary, if
𝑒𝑟𝑟 not
equal to 0 , indicates that the packet
has been tampered with, according
to the formula ,the data collection
node set obtained by step (4d) is
modified
in
turn
C = {C1 , C2 ,L , Ci ,L , Cr } in
each node of the security,
𝑆𝐼′ = {

𝑆𝑖
2

𝑆𝑖

𝑒𝑟𝑟 ≠ 0
𝑒𝑟𝑟 = 0

(4)
Among 𝑆𝑖 versus 𝑆𝑖′ respectively
𝑖 data forwarding node 𝐶𝑖 the
current safety and the modified
safety.
6) Step six; repeat steps two through step five,
until any intermediate node in the wireless
sensor network cannot find the next hop
node that satisfies the condition to terminate
when the packet is forward.
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node generating a packet and selecting the next hop
node with the routing algorithm. When the attack
node selected as the next hop node, it will tamper
with the packet and forward it; finally, the destination
node, received packet and tested to determine
whether packet tampered during the network
transmission.
The present invention has a packet loss rate as a
basis for testing the performance of the patent
reliability based on check code (CHEC) method and
the method of the present invention ES, the packet
loss rate [33] evaluated as shown on Eq. (4).
EP
PLR =
(4)
RP
Where, 𝑅𝑃 is the destination node as 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑘 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 for
the number received packets, EP is the number of
packets that have tampered. In the case of fixed
network size, 𝑃𝐿𝑅 smaller, indicates the destination
node.If the number of packets that correctly received
is less, the worse the security of the network.
In the experiment, the initial security degree of the
intermediate node is 10, the network scale is400 ,
and Table 2 indicates the packet loss rate under
different attack nodes respectively. The experimental
results indicates that the packet loss rate of the
method of the present invention ES is less than that
of the CHEC method at different attack node ratios.
The watermark embedding into the data packet
transmitted, then, based on the distance, the security
and the residual energy, the node quality evaluation
introduced to optimize the next hope node. Thus, by
judging whether the data packet tampered during
transmission to receive data packets in the watermark
detection, and adaptive adjustment of the node degree
of safety, ultimately achieve safe and effective data
transmission in WSNs.

4. Simulation Results
4.2. Energy conservation lifetime setup
experiment
The specific process of the network lifetime
experiment of the invention are first from the source
node sensor denoted as 𝑁 after generating the
original data packet, the watermark codes inserted to
get the watermark packet, and then through the
routing algorithm we calculate the next hop node for
packet forwarding. Finally, the watermarks packet
sent to the destination node. In an experiment, source
node 𝑁 continue to generate watermark packets,
until any intermediate node in the WSN failed to
find the next hop node that satisfies the condition to
terminate when the packet is forwarded.
The invention uses the network lifetime as the basis
for testing the performance of the GPSR method and
network lifetime defined as the duration of a packet
in a WSN that can continuously send packets.
Apparently, the longer the network life for the data
processing, the more energy consumed in the nodes
of the network and the shorter the network lifetime
for data processing, the less the energy usage of the
nodes in that network.
The parameters of the method of present invention
ES for α, β, γ are 2, 4.5, 0.1 respectively. In addition,
the node transmission radius 𝑅 equal to70𝑚, the
initial energy of the intermediate node is 0.2 watts,
the intermediate node performs a data reception to
consume 356 watts of energy and the data transfer
consumes about 454 microwatts of energy.
The comparisons of the network lifetime for GPSR
method and present invention ES for the different
network sizes is indicated in Table 1 where the
network scale represents the number of nodes in the
WSN. The results show, network lifetime of the
method of the invention is longer than that of the
GPSR method under the two network sizes.

Table 2. Packet loss rates at different attack nodes
(attack node
4%
5%
6%
7%
ratio)

Table 1. Network lifetime at different network sizes (seconds)
Network
size

300

400

100%

GPSR

29.04

29.04

16.4925

ES

147.04

147.04

83.5075

CHEC

0.5549

0.6515

0.6768

0.7447

ES

0.2878

0.4747

0.5535

0.7174

5. Results and Evaluation
The results shown that GPSR use 29.04𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 for
network size of 300 𝑎𝑛𝑑 400 which is about
16.4925% less while the present invention method
ES use the same network with 147.04𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 which
is about 83.5075% processing time as shown table 1.
The packet loss rate indicates that 𝐶𝐻𝐸𝐶 < 𝐸𝑆 that
means CHEC has an improvement for as 4% is

4.3. Data Transmission within the Wireless
Sensor Network
The specific process of carrying out the security for
present invention is that, firstly, at a current network
scale, a certain proportion of the intermediate node is
randomly set as the attack node; Then, the source
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0.5549 to 0.7447 for 7% compared to present
invention ES which shown packet received is less as
for 4% is 0.2878 and for 7% is 0.7174 that means
the worse security of the network as presented table
2.
The simulation results show that the rate of nodes
against the network lifetime for the GPSR and S
remain 63𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 for percentages from 4% 𝑡𝑜 7%.
The E reach about 40second and the SE is less than
40second throughout percentages from 4% 𝑡𝑜 7% as
shown Fig.6.
When applying an attack for simulation, the GPSR
remain constant unchanged based on the packets
received while the S, E and SE increasing more
comparatively with the security as shown Fig.7,
The GPSR consume only 25𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 and remain
unchanged for the whole network packet processing
which consist 1000 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠. The S, E and SE keep on
increasing as network increasing to 1000 numbers on
network
size
as
shown
in
Fig.8

Fig. 7: output results with an attacker against energy and security

Fig.6: output results show number of nodes against energy lifetime

6. Energy Lifetime Evaluation
The average for nodes residua energy shows that the
GPSR is above0.185, 𝑆 is above 0.18 but less than
0.185 and the energy is constant for 𝐸 at least 0.16
while the security 0.16 . That mean longer the
network life, the more energy used as shown in Fig.
9.

Fig.8: output results without an attack with node against Network
lifetime
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